October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

Programme

Genre

1
Let’s Celebrate 2021

2

3

4

Crimewatch

President’s Star
Charity 2020

Talking Point

Variety

Information

Synopsis
“Let’s Celebrate 2021” showcases Singapore’s best –
Yung Raja, RRILEY, Tabitha Nauser, Shye, ShiGGA Shay
together with chart-topping international acts Jason
Derulo, Ronan Keating, Benee, Tones & I and Jeremy
Zucker – as the nation countdown to 2021 with
fireworks and a dazzling light display.
The programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.

Variety

President's Star Charity 2020, features local and
international artistes, and shines a spotlight on the
inspirational stories of hope and determination from
amongst 72 beneficiary organisations.

Information

Talking Point” investigates a current issue or event,
offering different perspectives to local stories and
reveals how it affects you.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank
5

6

Programme

Genre

On The Red Dot

Information

128 Circle: Shaking
Legs

Drama

Body and Soul Sr 8

Information

7

Kin

Drama

Synopsis
“On The Red Dot” is a programme that documents the
stories of ordinary Singaporeans and celebrates their
resilience, identity and sense of belonging.
Follow beloved 128 Circle character, Uncle Larry, as he
tries to fulfil his promise to his wife to bring her on a
long-awaited honeymoon! Finding himself cashstrapped as his coffee-stall has closed, Uncle Larry
hustles for cash, but his naive enthusiasm always
seems to land him further from his financial goal than
before.
A health series that features experienced healthcare
professionals who provide insights on medical issues
and health treatments to demystify health problems,
and encourage viewers to have a healthy and active
lifestyle. Hosted by Vernetta Lopez, who is joined by a
new Resident Doctor, Dr Peter Chang.
The Lohs, Shelleys, Hassans, and Balas have overcome
personal loss, incarceration, as well as estrangement of
their loved ones; yet lingering tensions remain.
Mysteries continue to unfold as characters pursue their
individual agendas.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 5 among People 4+
Rank

Programme

MasterChef Singapore

10

Ah Boy To Dad

Genre

Synopsis

Variety

The world’s greatest cooking competition has arrived
in Singapore to showcase our fabulous food and the
talents of our best home cooks.

Variety

“Ah Boy to Dad” is a reality show featuring Maxi Lim
and Liz Teo as they embark on their journey as firsttime parents. To prepare themselves for looking after
their new-born son, Reign, on their own, they move
into an apartment where they juggle taking care of
Reign and everyday tasks. With a last minute crash
course from their confinement nanny, Maxi and Liz get
ready to face parenthood head on.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channel5> to view these and other programmes from Channel 5*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank
1

Programme

Genre

Super Dad
男神不败

2

Tuesday Report:
Streets of Memory S3
星期二特写: 浮生街影

3

4

Crimewatch
绳之以法

Drama

Information

Information

Tuesday Report: Life
After Midlife
星期二特写：人生下半
场

Information

Synopsis
Xu Wei Hao and Li Zheng Yi are neighbours who share a
common bond. They receive a mysterious box of
chocolates one day and start to rely on the chocolate
every time they needed its super power to solve
problems.
This series takes you down the memory lane of Paya
Lebar, Lim Chu Kang, Chao Chu Kang and Bukit Timah.
Descendants of pioneers share stories about their
grandfathers' roads.
The programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to promote
public awareness towards trending crimes.
For unhappy middle age spouses, what went wrong?
And is it fair for middle age singles to sacrifice
themselves to care for parents? Hosted by Priscelia
Chan, the series takes a look at the various profiles who
go through a mid-life crisis.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank
5

Programme

Genre

Hello Singapore
狮城有约

Information

Tuesday Report: Home
Away from Home
6

星期二特写 : 飘洋过海

Information

Synopsis
“Hello Singapore” brings the top stories around the
world such as international news, entertainment and
technology and discuss and share insights on trending
topics which concerns Singapore residents.
New series "Home Away From Home" presents the life
of expatriates from different countries, as they share
their encounters and experiences in Singapore.

来这里

7

8

King of Culinary Sr 2
三把刀

Recipe of Life
味之道

Variety

Drama

“King of Culinary” is a brand new cooking competition,
in arena style! Uncovering the hidden culinary talents,
and pitting them against top local chefs for a cook-off.
A long form drama set in the culinary world, where four
rising stars reign, three generations of disciples battle,
and two female protagonists face-off, in a tale of love,
intrigue and revenge.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel 8 among People 4+
Rank

9

10

Programme

Genre

Happy Great World
欢喜大世界

Hole In The Wall
别有洞天

Variety

Information

Synopsis
An infotainment program based on the “Great World” in
the 70-80s. With a strong nostalgic atmosphere, the
audience can reminisce about the good times of
childhood and at the same time increase their
knowledge through different segments.
Casting aside travel guidebooks and online resources,
Joanna, Jing Lun, Zi Yi and Michelle, navigate the path
less travelled across Asia in search of local culinary gems.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channel8> to view these and other programmes from Channel 8*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Channel U among People 15+
Rank

1

2

3

Programme

Genre

Local Fine Produce
在地好食材

The Chinese Footprint
远方的华人

Victory Lap
水漾少年

Information

Information

Drama

Synopsis
Most of Singapore's food ingredients are imported and
highly dependent on imports. "Local Fine Produce" aims
to discover the source of local food ingredients & enjoy
the flavours.
In “The Chinese Footprint”, discover little-known
communities with Chinese migrant origins. Some are
distant from their Chinese roots; others retain an
unmistakable essence”.
To groom the next generation of swimming team,
YIXIANG, LIN JUN, TAE and LIU JIAN are recruited to the
Swordfish Swimming Team. Four boys with different
personalities. Will they be able to make it to the National
Team?

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/channelu> to view these and other programmes from Channel U*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]
Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

1

Programme

Wild City: River World

Belly of a Nation Sr 2

Genre

Information

Information

Synopsis
Meet the first ever brood of otter pups to be born and
raised in UNESCO World Heritage site the Singapore
Botanic Gardens. And six of the most precious and
endangered Lesser Whistling Ducklings.
This two-part documentary series goes into the hearts
and minds of Singapore's hawkers while paying homage
to the amazing dishes that they serve.

2

3

4

Party Liyani vs. Public
Prosecutor: Ministerial
Statement

Feeding A City

Information

Information

In his ministerial statement to Parliament, the Minister
for Home Affairs and Law, K Shanmugam, dealt with the
Parti Liyani case and addressed the questions raised of
whether there are systemic issues with Singapore's law
enforcement processes.
“Feeding A City” looks at how a diverse group of food
warriors: scientists, farmers, entrepreneurs and
policymakers are coming together to find solutions to
expand Singapore's fight for food resilience.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

5

Programme

Genre

Synopsis

Information

From price fixing scandals to pollution and labour
shortages, the first season of "For Food’s Sake!"
uncovered surprising reasons behind food price hikes.

For Food’s Sake Sr 3

6

Disease Hunters

Information

The series connects today's outbreaks with historical
epidemics and explores factors that may accelerate
future outbreaks like human-animal interactions, drug
resistance, climate change, urbanisation
and
globalisation.

7

The Year Ahead 2021:
World

Information

CNA correspondents round up major developments in
2022 and look ahead to 2021 - a year of challenges,
transitions and potential political shakeups.

Information

Hong Kong was handed back to China in 1997 under a
promise of autonomy for 50 years. That year, 59,250
babies were born in the city. Now at 23, five people of the
handover generation embark on individual journeys to
pursue dreams, love and careers and a better future for
themselves and the city they call home.

8

23

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on CNA among People 15+
Rank

Programme

On The Red Dot

10

A Deadly Ascent

Genre

Synopsis

Information

“On The Red Dot” is a programme that documents the
stories of ordinary Singaporeans and celebrates their
resilience, identity and sense of belonging.

Information

This is the untold story of the 2019 Mount Everest
tragedy, where 11 people died trying to scale the world’s
highest summit

Visit <https://www.cna.asia/vod> to view these and other programmes from CNA*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank
1

2

3

4

Programme

Masak Macam Saya

Juri Sr 2

Genre

Synopsis

Variety

A cooking reality series where culinary-challenged
celebrities are invited to compete against each other
over a series of cooking challenges while being coached
by a mentor chef.

Information

“Juri” gives viewers an insight into the legal process and
procedures surrounding highly publicized cases that
have shock the nation.
“Detik” is an half-hour current affairs programme that
addresses issues both locally and internationally.

Detik

Jejak Jenayah
(Crimewatch)

Information

Information

This programme highlights crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Rank

5

6

7

8

Programme

Genre

Lesung Sr 2

Manja Sr 5

Melangkah Pasca
COVID

OK Syiok! Sr 2

Information

Information

Information

Variety

Synopsis
A tight knit quirky family of three makes a great recipe
for an excellent meal and a good laugh. Lesung is a
cooking show that blends traditional and modern food
demonstration in a light-hearted family drama.
Manja offers viewers a weekly dosage of life’s
essentials, which include food, living tips,
entertainment news, fashion styles and other lifestyle
appeals.
It started as a health scare which became a worldwide
pandemic. However no one predicted COVID-19 to
evolve and present itself as a crisis of a generation.
“OK Syiok!”, the fun-filled and star-studded series
features comedy skits, song performances and games.
Together with popular guest stars, Khairudin and
Suhaimi will candidly share issues that are close to the
hearts of many Singaporeans.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

Rank

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Suria among Malays 4+
Programme
Genre

Wira Kita Sr 2

10

Semangat Emas

Information

Information

Synopsis

Heroism can come in many forms. Wira Kita features
stories of ordinary people going the extra mile to
contribute back to the community. The heart-warming
series aims to inspire viewers on the art of giving and
sharing.
“Semangat Emas” highlights the importance of lifelong
learning as the key to promote active aging amongst the
Pioneer and Merdeka generations in Singapore. Host
Najip Ali celebrates inspiring individuals who
demonstrate positive psychosocial outcomes, proving
age is no barrier to continuously learn, impart and
upgrade.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/suria> to view these and other programmes from Suria*

[Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
1

2

3

4

Programme

Genre

Deepavali Vantachu 2020

Variety

SGD 8888 S3

Variety

Kutra Kannkaanippu
(Crimewatch)

Kannai Kaniamuthe

Information

Drama

Synopsis
Deepavali 2020 marks a change in the way the festival
will be celebrated differently. Taking an exclusive look
at how some of Vasantham artitistes celebrate
Deepavali. Viewers also share their wish list of which
celebrity they will like invite over to their homes for
this year’s Deepavali celebrations.
“SGD8888” Season 3 is back to take its passengers on
a wild virtual journey across Singapore with even more
twists and excitement! Join host Saravanan Ayyavoo
on this trivia venture to rediscover much interesting
aspects of Singapore!
This programme showcases crimes solved by the
Singapore Police Force, features appeals for unsolved
cases and dispenses crime prevention advice to
promote public awareness towards trending crimes.
“Kannae Kaniamuthe” is a drama following the
professional and personal lives of 3 women (26-yearold high-flying advertising executive, a teen age rebel,
and a home maker) who assume the many roles of a
daughter, sister, wife, mother and so on.

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank
5

6

7

8

Programme

Genre

Suvai Sr 6

Vasanthathin Party!

Siragodindhana
(Grounded)

Salanam

Variety

Variety

Information

Drama

Synopsis
Back in its 6th season, “Suvai” features 12 couples
vying to be the season's grand cooking champion. An
epic battle of tastes as the contestants continuously
outdo each other to impress resident Judge, Chef Bala.
A non-stop live carnival from the studios fronted by
Saravanan Ayyavoo and ‘Neruppu’ Guna with music,
dance, games and lively banter.

Airlines are facing an unparalleled challenge in
aviation history - keeping their planes grounded,
which is almost as complicated as keeping them in the
air. What do airlines have to do to protect their planes
as they go into suspended animation?
Raveen is a businessman who realizes that his family
has drifted away from him due to his workaholic
nature. His attempts to reunite the family prove futile.
His son Vijay decides to help him. Can Vijay achieve
what Raveen could not?

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

October 2020 to December 2020 – Top 10 Local Programmes on Vasantham among Indians 4+
Rank

9

10

Programme

Unmai Kann Theduthae

CID Sakoonthala

Genre

Drama

Drama

Synopsis
A team of aspiring youngsters with different skill set
start an innovative yet unique business model. Their
mission is to fulfill the wishes of the dead by deleting
their highly guarded secrets with a new app.
Sakoonthala, and her husband Kaarmegam take their
first steps into parenthood as they welcome their
firstborn, Kanmani, and set up their dream home. Fast
forward 16 years later, Kanmani is now a full-fledged
teenager. Along with her best friend Vanitha, they set
out to become a social media stars much to
Sakoonthala’s dismay.

Visit <https://www.mewatch.sg/en/vasantham> to view these and other programmes from Vasantham*

Scan QR code to visit the above website]

Source of Viewership Ranking: SG-TAM
Source of Photo and Synopsis: meWATCH (copyright by Mediacorp)
 Viewership figures are based on first telecast only (i.e. repeated series/ episodes are excluded), across 3 key genres – (1) Information, (2) Variety and (3) Drama.
 Titles were ranked based on Average Daily Ratings according to each channel’s target demography.
 “Average Daily Ratings’ is the average number of viewers tuned in at any one point during the programme’s telecast across all episodes on a daily basis.
 *Subject to the availability of on-demand viewing options.

